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1. Introduction

It is a great pleasure to dedicate this work to Yvonne Choquet-Bruhat, who wrote pioneering papers on
this subject [9; 10], and on many others.

Indeed, Yvonne has written several papers concerning existence and uniqueness properties of maximal (and
CMC) hypersurfaces in spacetime manifolds. In [9] she states, “The existence of a maximal submanifold
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(with respect to area) is an important property for a space time, hyperbolic riemannian manifold satisfying
Einstein equations.” She goes on to describe the importance of this for solving the Einstein constraint
equations, and also the relevance of this (at the time) for proving positivity of mass.

Meanwhile the existence of maximal hypersurfaces has been found to be useful for other purposes as well.
Of particular relevance here is a classical result of Bartnik [4] that establishes, under certain conditions,
the existence of maximal hypersurfaces in asymptotically flat spacetimes. This and related results have
been useful for a number of purposes in the study of such spacetimes. Given the role of asymptotically
anti-de Sitter spacetimes in theoretical physics (e.g., via the AdS/CFT correspondence), one is naturally
led to consider maximal hypersurfaces in this setting, where now the notion of renormalised volume also
becomes relevant.

The question then arises of existence of maximal hypersurfaces in .nC1/-dimensional, n� 2, asymptoti-
cally locally hyperbolic spacetimes, with controlled asymptotic behaviour at the conformal boundary at
infinity so that the renormalised volume is defined. The simplest case where an affirmative answer can be
given is in a perturbative setting, when the metric, or the asymptotic data, or both, are perturbed away
from a maximal slicing, and when an energy condition is satisfied. We prove this in Theorem 9.3 below,
generalising a related result of [19].

However, simple examples show that some global regularity conditions need to be satisfied by the
spacetime for existence in general. Here two conditions arise naturally: that of existence of barriers, and
that of compactness of the domain of dependence of a fiducial Cauchy surface. Under these two conditions
we show solvability of an asymptotic Dirichlet problem for the maximal hypersurface equation; see
Theorems 9.1 and 9.5. This generalises previous results of [1; 7], established under restrictive conditions
on the dimension or on the class of spacetimes considered.

As such, these last two theorems do not guarantee that a well-defined notion of renormalised volume
exists without further conditions; see for instance Theorem 9.2 where both “good barriers” and timelike
convergence is assumed. This is related to the question of the behaviour of the maximal hypersurface at
the conformal boundary at infinity, which turns out to be delicate. Indeed, while maximal hypersurfaces
are typically spacelike and smooth in the interior, they might become asymptotically null when the
conformal boundary is approached. We show that maximal hypersurfaces which are uniformly spacelike
at infinity, so that the last possibility does not occur, are uniquely defined by their asymptotic Dirichlet
data, meet the conformal boundary orthogonally, and have a full polyhomogeneous expansion at infinity,
in particular a well-defined renormalised volume; see Theorems 6.4 and 8.1 for precise statements.

Our analysis shows that a possible obstruction to regularity of maximal hypersurfaces at the conformal
boundary at infinity is that the hypersurface becomes asymptotically null. The key remaining question is
to show that asymptotically null maximal hypersurfaces do not exist, or to construct a counterexample.

2. Preliminaries

Let .M ;g/ be an .nC1/-dimensional spacetime with a time function t . Consider a coordinate patch .t;xi/,
in which we write the metric as

g D�˛2 dt2
Cgij .dxi

Cˇi dt/.dxj
Cˇj dt/: (2.1)
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Hence det g D�˛2 det g and

g] D�˛�2@2
t C 2˛�2ˇi@t@i C .g

ij
�˛�2ˇiˇj /@i@j ; (2.2)

where gij denotes the matrix inverse to gij .

2.1. The mean curvature operator. In the coordinate system above, let a spacelike hypersurface S be
given by the equation t D u.xi/. Let N be the future-directed unit normal to S and let fe�gn�D0

be
an ON basis of TM defined in a neighbourhood of S such that e0 D N along S ; thus g.e�; e�/ D

diag.�1; 1; : : : ; 1/. The mean curvature H of S is given by the equation

H D

nX
iD1

g.ei ;rei
N /D g.N;rN N /„ ƒ‚ …

D 1
2
rN g.N;N /D0

Cg��g.e�;re�N /Dr�N �; (2.3)

where r denotes the Levi-Civita derivative associated with the metric g. We have

N [
D�

dt � dup
jgt t � 2gti@iuCgij@iu@j uj

� �
˛.dt � @iu dxi/

p
.1Cˇi@iu/

2�˛2gij@iu@j u

() N D�
gt��gi�@iu

p
gt t � 2gti@iuCgij@iu@j u

@�

�
@t �ˇ

i@i Cˇ
i@iu@t C˛

2.gij �˛�2ˇiˇj /@iu@j

˛
p
.1Cˇi@iu/

2�˛2gij@iu@j u
(2.4)

DjˇD0

@t C˛
2gij@iu@j

˛
p

1�˛2gij@iu@j u
�

@t C˛
2Diu@i

˛
p

1�˛2jDuj2g

; (2.5)

with D denoting the Levi-Civita derivative associated with the metric g WD gij dxi dxj . This gives

H Dr�N �
D

1p
jdet gj

@�
�p
jdet gjN �

�
D

1

˛
p

det g
@t

�
˛
p

det gN t
�
C

1

˛
p

det g
@i

�
˛
p

det gN i
�

D
1

˛
p

det g
@t

�
˛
p

det gN t
�
C

1

˛
Di.˛N i/: (2.6)

It is convenient to define

T WD �˛rt � ˛�1.@t �ˇ
i@i/; (2.7)

� WD �g.T;N /�
1Cˇi@iu

p
.1Cˇi@iu/

2�˛2gij@iu@j u
(2.8)

DjˇD0

1
p

1�˛2jDuj2g

I (2.9)

thus T is the field of unit normals to the level sets of t . The function � controls the slope of the graph of u:
indeed, 1�˛2jDuj2g vanishes at p if and only if the graph of u is null at p. So a graph of a continuously
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differentiable function u is spacelike if and only if � is uniformly bounded on every compact subset of
the graph.

As emphasised by Bartnik [3; 4], the function � plays a key role when studying maximal hypersurfaces,
and it will likewise play a key role here. Following Bartnik, we will refer to � as the tilt function. In
physics � is the relative  -factor of the local inertial frames associated with T and N.

We note that N t D ˛�1�, so that we can rewrite (2.6) as

H D
1

˛
p

det g
@t

�p
det g �

�
C

1

˛
Di

�
�ˇi C˛2.gij �˛�2ˇiˇj /@j u
p
.1Cˇi@iu/

2�˛2gij@iu@j u

�
(2.10)

DjˇD0

1

˛
p

det g
@t

� p
det g

p
1�˛2jDuj2g

�
C

1

˛
Di

�
˛2Diu

p
1�˛2jDuj2g

�
: (2.11)

In order to make contact with the notation in [1; 3] we let divS be the divergence on S ,

divS Y WD

nX
iD1

g.ei ;rei
Y /; (2.12)

where ei is any ON-frame spanning T S . If Y is tangent to S , this is simply the divergence of Y with
respect to the metric induced on S . This leads to the following rewriting of (2.3) as in [3]:

H D ��1.divS .�N �T /„ ƒ‚ …
˛rS u

CdivS T / (2.13)

(keeping in mind that divS .�N /D � divS N ), where the vector field is given by

r
S u WD ˛�1.�N �T /;

which vanishes if and only if ru vanishes, carries geometric information about the projection of ru

to T S . Here, and elsewhere in this work, u is understood as a function on spacetime satisfying @tuD 0.

2.2. Asymptotically locally hyperbolic metrics. Suppose that .M ;g/ has a smooth conformal completion
. zM ; Qg/ at timelike conformal infinity I WD zM nM , with the scalar curvature of g tending to a constant
as I is approached. Such metrics will be called asymptotically locally hyperbolic (ALH). In what follows
we will always assume that partial Cauchy surfaces of I are compact.

Let
.x�/� .x0;xi/� .t;xi/� .x0;xA;x/� .xa;x/;

where a 2 f0; 1; : : : ; n� 1g, be Fefferman–Graham-type coordinates in which

I D fx D 0g;

and in which g D x�2 Qg takes the form

g D x�2.dx2
C ab dxa dxb/

D x�2.dx2
C t t dt2

C 2tA dxA dt C AB dxA dxB/

DW x�2.dx2
� Ǫ

2 dt2
C hAB.dxA

C Ǒ
A dt/.dxB

C Ǒ
B dt//: (2.14)
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Comparing with (2.1) we find

˛ D x�1
Ǫ ; gAB D gAB D x�2hAB; (2.15)p

jdet gj D x�.nC1/ Ǫ
p

det h;
p
jdet gj D x�n

p
det h; (2.16)

ˇx
� 0; gtA D gABˇ

B
D x�2hAB

ǑB D) ˇA
D Ǒ

A: (2.17)

For further reference we note

g] D x2
�
@2

x � Ǫ
�2@2

t C 2 Ǫ�2 ǑA@t@AC .h
AB
� Ǫ
�2 ǑA ǑB/@A@B

�
; (2.18)

where hAB is the inverse metric of hAB .

Assume that ǑA � 0. From (2.11) we find

H D
x

Ǫ
p

det h
@t

� p
det h

p
1� Ǫ2..@xu/2CjDuj2

h
/

�
C

x

Ǫ
DA

�
Ǫ2DAu

p
1� Ǫ2..@xu/2CjDuj2

h
/

�
C

xnC1

Ǫ
p

det h
@x

�
x�n Ǫ2

p
det h@xu

p
1� Ǫ2..@xu/2CjDuj2

h
/

�
; (2.19)

where D denotes the Levi-Civita covariant derivative associated with (the .t;x/-dependent family of
metrics) h� hAB dxA dxB. In (2.19) all the metric functions are evaluated on the graph .t D u.xi/;xi/,
but expressions such as @i Ǫ are standard partial derivatives, and not @iu@t Ǫ C @i Ǫ .

3. Boundary behaviour for C 2 up-to-boundary maximal hypersurfaces

We wish to use the results in [1] and [2, Chapter 5] to establish the asymptotic behaviour at the conformal
boundary at infinity of a class of solutions of the equation H DH1, where H1 is a smooth function on
spacetime.

3.1. Asymptotic expansions. Some insight into the behaviour of the solutions is obtained by constructing
approximate solutions of the equation at hand using asymptotic expansions. It will be seen in Section 3.3
that this is in any case useful when studying the asymptotic behaviour of the solutions near the conformal
boundary at infinity.

As already mentioned, we consider the equation

H Œu�DH1; (3.1)

where H1 is a smooth function on M. We are interested in solutions which are graphs t D u.xi/, in
coordinates as in (2.14).

We start with the case

H1 D
(0)
H1CO.x/ D)

(0)
H1 DH1jxD0; (3.2)

where
(0)
H1 W I 7! R is not necessarily zero. We write the function Ǫ appearing in (2.15) as

Ǫ D VǪ CO.x/; with 0< VǪ W I 7! R: (3.3)
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When Ǒi jxD0 D 0, one easily checks (compare (2.19)) that we will have

H Œx
(1)
u C o.x/�D

(0)
H1CO.x/; (3.4)

where the o.x/- and O.x/-terms in the equation behave under differentiation in the obvious way, if

VǪ
(1)
up

1� .VǪ
(1)
u/2
D�

(0)
H1

n
()

(1)
u D�

(0)
H1

VǪ

q
n2C .

(0)
H1/

2

; (3.5)

and note that j VǪ
(1)
u j < 1 for all

(0)
H1. Inspection of (2.10) shows that these formulae remain valid when

Ǒi jxD0 ¤ 0.

For maximal hypersurfaces we have
(0)
H1 D 0, so that an immediate corollary of (3.5) is:

Proposition 3.1. Let S be a maximal hypersurface in M which is C 2-up-to-boundary, and spacelike
up-to-boundary in the conformally rescaled metric. Then S meets the conformal boundary of M
orthogonally.

It turns out that (3.5) will play an important role in the analysis of the equation of main interest to us, namely

H Œu�D 0; where
(0)
H1 D 0:

The analysis of the mean-curvature equation with
(0)
H1 ¤ 0

introduces complications which are irrelevant for the purpose of studying maximal hypersurfaces. While
it is likely that one can develop a regularity theory similar to the one in Section 3.3 below in the more
general case, for the sake of simplicity in several results in this work, including in what follows in the
current section, we will assume that

(0)
H1 � 0:

Suppose then that all the metric functions in (2.14) are smooth up to the boundary fx D 0g. It follows
from (3.4) that the mean curvature, say H0, of the slice S D ft D 0g is O.x/. Let us therefore assume
that there exists an integer `� 1 so that H0 has the Taylor expansion

H0 D
(`)
H0x`C

(`C1)
H0x`C1

C � � � : (3.6)

Let us further suppose that H1 has the similar expansion

H1 D
(`)
H1x`C

(`C1)
H1x`C1

C � � � : (3.7)

In the simpler case Ǒi � 0, matching powers of x in (2.19) one finds approximate solutions of the form

uD

8̂̂̂<̂
ˆ̂:

(`C1)
u x`C1C

(`C2)
u x`C2C � � � ; `¤ n� 1; n;

(`C1)
u x`C1C

(nC1; log)
u xnC1 log xC

(nC1)
u xnC1C � � � ; `D n� 1;

(nC1; log)
u xnC1 log xC

(nC1)
u xnC1C � � � ; `D n;

(3.8)
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with smooth expansion coefficients
(`C1)

u ,
(`C2)

u ,
(nC1; log)

u , etc. For example, we have

(`C1)
u D�

(`)
H1�

(`)
H0

.n� `/.`C 1/ VǪ
; `¤ n;

(nC1; log)
u D

(n)
H 1�

(n)
H 0

.nC 1/ VǪ
; `D n: (3.9)

One checks that this scheme remains true for general smooth Ǒ’s, keeping in mind that ˇx � 0 in
Fefferman–Graham coordinates.

Recall that a function is called polyhomogeneous if it admits, for small x, an asymptotic expansion in terms
of the functions xi lnj x, with smooth expansion coefficients. (See, e.g., [2] for a detailed presentation.)
When `� n, the approximate solution (3.8) might pick up a logarithmic term of order xnC1 log x, and
will continue with higher powers of x as a polyhomogeneous expansion. When `> nC1, the approximate
solution will have a complete asymptotic expansion in powers of x, without log terms; in this case the
approximate solution can be chosen to start at x`C1, but note that an associated solution will generically
have an expansion with log terms starting with the power xnC1.

3.2. The linearised operator. In what follows we will need the linearisation H 0ju of the operator H

at a function u which is differentiable up-to-boundary. Assuming ǑA � 0, we find from (2.19), using
hopefully obvious notation,

H 0juŒv��
dH

du
Œv�

D
d

du

�
x

Ǫ
p

deth
@t

� p
deth

p
1� Ǫ2..@xu/2CjDuj2

h
/

�
C

x

Ǫ
DA

�
Ǫ2DAu

p
1� Ǫ2..@xu/2CjDuj2

h
/

��
Œv�

CxnC1@x

�
x�n Ǫ2

p
deth@xu

p
1� Ǫ2..@xu/2CjDuj2

h
/

�
@

@t

�
1

Ǫ
p

deth

�
v

C
xnC1

Ǫ
p

deth
@x

�
x�n Ǫ2

p
deth@xv

p
1� Ǫ2..@xu/2CjDuj2

h
/
C

x�n@t . Ǫ
2
p

deth/@xu
p

1� Ǫ2..@xu/2CjDuj2
h
/
vC

x�n Ǫ2
p

deth@xu

.1� Ǫ2..@xu/2CjDuj2
h
//

3
2

�

h
Ǫ@t Ǫ ..@xu/2CjDuj2h/v

C Ǫ
2
�
@xu@xvCh.Du;Dv/C1

2
.@th

ABDAuDBu/v
�i�

; (3.10)

where the d=duŒ� � � � Œv� term, which arises from the first line in (2.19), has not been made explicit as it is
not very enlightening in the generality. Equation (3.10) simplifies somewhat at a constant function u, say
uD 0:

H 0juD0Œv�D @t

�
x

Ǫ
p

det h
@t

�p
det h

��
vC

x

Ǫ
DA. Ǫ

2DAv/C
xnC1

Ǫ
p

det h
@x

�
x�n
Ǫ

2
p

det h @xv
�
: (3.11)

Keeping in mind that we have assumed conformal smoothness of the metric, after multiplication by x

the operator (3.11) becomes a linear partial differential operator of Fuchsian type (see, e.g., [6; 17] or
[11, Appendix V]). Its indicial exponents �� < �C can be calculated from the equation

xH 0juD0Œx
�˙ �D o.x�˙/: (3.12)
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We have
xH 0juD0Œx

� �D �.� � n� 1/ Ǫx� C o.x� /I (3.13)
hence

�� D 0; �C D nC 1: (3.14)

The above analysis still applies if u is, say, a polyhomogeneous function satisfying uD o.x/ for small x. It
remains true for the linearisation of the full operator H with nonvanishing shift vector ˇi if moreover ǑA

vanishes at xD0, which can be typically achieved by a change of coordinates near the conformal boundary.

3.3. Polyhomogeneous solutions. The results in the previous sections lead to the following:

Theorem 3.2. In the setting of Section 2.2, let H1 2 C1. zM / satisfy H1jxD0 D 0. In the coordinates of
(2.14) consider a spacelike graph t D u.xi/ over S WD ft D 0g solving the equation

H Œu�DH1 (3.15)
such that

uDO.x1C�/ and jDujg DO.x1C�/ for some � > 0: (3.16)

Then u is C n.S / and polyhomogeneous. �

Remark 3.3. In Fefferman–Graham coordinates the condition jDujg DO.x1C�/ implies @xuDO.x�/

and is equivalent to the last condition for polyhomogeneous or smooth functions. It will be satisfied if u

is C 2 up to boundary with vanishing derivative there. The graphing function u will be asymptotic to the
approximate solution u0 of Section 3.1 to infinite order, which implies that its differentiability properties
at I will be identical to those of the approximate solutions described there. �

Remark 3.4. If both the conformally rescaled metric and H1 are in C k. zM / and polyhomogeneous,
then u will be C min.kC1;n/.S / and polyhomogeneous, with the coefficients of the polyhomogeneous
expansion determined by those of H1 and of the metric. �

Proof. We check that the results in [2, Chapter 5] apply. For this we set

uD x Ou; (3.17)

and, as in [2, equation (5.1.1)], we rewrite the equation H DH1 as an equation F Œ Ou;x@i Ou;x
2@i@j Ou�D 0.

We need to check the hypotheses of [2, Chapter 5]. The first condition is the existence of a polyhomoge-
neous approximate solution, say u0, of the equation. This has already been established in Section 3.1.
The second condition is the existence of a “regularity interval” for the operator obtained by linearising
the equation at u0. In our case this operator is the Laplace operator perturbed by lower-order terms, and
the existence of the regularity interval follows from [2, Section 7.2]; see Remark (i) on p. 77 there. The
result follows now from [2, Proposition 5.1.5]. �

4. Akutagawa’s derivative estimate

In this section we provide a generalisation of an estimate of Akutagawa [1], in a form which is relevant
for the problem at hand.
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We introduce the Riemannian metric

g WD gC 2T [
˝T [

Dx�2
�
dx2
C Ǫ

2 dt2
C hAB.dxA

C Ǒ
A dt/.dxB

C Ǒ
B dt/

�
: (4.1)

The symbol j � jg denotes the norm of a tensor with respect to this metric.

The following result, essentially due to Akutagawa [1, Proposition 1] (see Remark 4.2 below), provides a
C 1 bound for the graphing function when a height bound and the mean curvature of the graph are known.
The key difference between [1, Proposition 1] and Bartnik’s Theorem 3.1 [3] is that Bartnik’s hypothesis
of boundedness of the lapse function ˛, which is unbounded in our context, is replaced by Akutagawa
with the a priori condition (4.5) below on u. We emphasise that the further details of the global geometry
of .M ;g/ are irrelevant here; in particular, existence of a conformal completion of M is not assumed.

Theorem 4.1. Let H denote the mean curvature of the graph of u over the closure � of a conditionally
compact domain �� ft D 0g, and let Ric be the Ricci tensor of g. Suppose that there exists a constant C

such that along the graph we have

jRic jgCjLT gjgCjrLT gjgCj˛
�1
r˛jgCj˛

�1
rr˛jg � C; (4.2)

jH jC jrH jg � C: (4.3)

If @�¤∅, suppose moreover that uj@� D 0 and that the mean curvature H@� vector of @� satisfies

jH@�jg � C: (4.4)

If there exist positive constants ı and yC such that

juj � yC˛1Cı; (4.5)

then there exists a constant zC .C; yC ; ı/ such that

� � zC : �

Remark 4.2. Akutagawa explicitly assumes space-time dimension 4, which is irrelevant except for
changing some numerical coefficients in his argument. Inspection of [1, Proposition 1] shows that the
condition of boundedness of jRic.V;V /j in [1, equation (3.3)] can be replaced by boundedness of jRic jg
in the proof there. This is better suited to our purposes, as the assumption of boundedness of Ric.V;V /
is a condition involving both the graphing function u and the metric, while jRic jg is independent of u.
Finally, both Bartnik’s and Akutagawa’s hypotheses on the second fundamental form j VAjg of the level
sets of t with respect to the Lorentzian metric g are redundant, in that they already follow from the bound
on jLT gjg. �

5. Local barriers

In this section we construct local barriers near the conformal boundary at infinity, as needed for controlling
the solutions there.

When u depends only upon x, we find

� D
1

p
1� Ǫ2.@xu/2

; (5.1)
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and (2.10) becomes

H D
xnC1

Ǫ
p

deth
@x

�
x�n Ǫ2

p
deth@xu

p
1� Ǫ2.@xu/2

�
C

x

Ǫ
p

deth
@t

� p
deth

p
1� Ǫ2.@xu/2

�
�

x

Ǫ
p

deth
@A

� p
deth ǑA

p
1� Ǫ2.@xu/2

�

D
xnC1

Ǫ
p

deth
@x

�
x�n Ǫ2

p
deth@xu

p
1� Ǫ2.@xu/2

�
„ ƒ‚ …

.1/

C
x.@t Ǫ�

ǑA@A Ǫ /.@xu/2

.1� Ǫ2.@xu/2/3=2„ ƒ‚ …
.2/

C
x Ǫ�1.@t .ln

p
deth/�DA

ǑA/
p

1� Ǫ2.@xu/2„ ƒ‚ …
.3/

:

One readily obtains the following expression for the quantity .1/:

.1/D�
�
�.n Ǫ �x

�
2@x ǪC Ǫ@x.ln

p
det h/

�
/@xuCx

�
.1C Ǫ2�2.@xu/2/ Ǫ@2

xuC Ǫ2�2@x Ǫ .@xu/3
��
: (5.2)

We can always choose coordinates near ft D 0g so that

Ǫ D 1CO.x/; ǑA DO.x/; (5.3)

with Ǫ and ǑA remaining smooth. Let uD aC bxC cx�C1=.� C 1/ for some constants a; b; c; � 2 R,
� > 0. Then

� D
1

p
1� .bC cx� /2 Ǫ2

D

8̂̂<̂
:̂

1=
p

1� b2.1CO.x//; b ¤ 0; � � 1;

1=
p

1� b2.1CO.x� //; b ¤ 0; � < 1;

1=
p

1� c2x2� .1CO.x//; b D 0;

(5.4)

.2/DO.x2/ �3; (5.5)

.3/DO.x/ �; (5.6)

and

.1/D �
�
�.nCO.x//.bC cx� /Cx�2

�
.��2

C Ǫ
2.bC cx� /2/ Ǫc�x��1

C Ǫ
2@x Ǫ .bC cx� /3

��
(5.7)

D

(
�
�
�b.nCO.x//C �2.O.x/CO.x� //

�
; b ¤ 0;

�cx�
�
�.nCO.x//C

�
� Ǫ .1C �2 Ǫ2c2x2� /C �2 Ǫ2@x Ǫc

2x2�C1
��
; b D 0:

(5.8)

where a more careful analysis of the error terms could be useful when b ¤ 0, but this is irrelevant for our
further purposes.

When b D 0, equation (5.8) can be rewritten as

.1/D cx��3
�
.1� Ǫ2c2x2� /.� Ǫ � .nCO.x///C � Ǫ3c2x2�

CO.c2x2�C1/
�

D�cx��3
�
.1� Ǫ2c2x2� /.nCO.x//� � Ǫ CO.c2x2�C1/

�
: (5.9)

Collecting all this, one obtains for b D 0 and Ǫ2c2x2� < 1:

H D��3
�
cx�

�
.1� Ǫ2c2x2� /.nCO.x//� � CO.c2x2�C1/

�
CO.x/

�
; (5.10)

where the error terms are understood for small x.
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6. Boundary behaviour for uniformly spacelike hypersurfaces

Before continuing, a definition is in order:

Definition 6.1. A spacelike hypersurface S in M will be said to be uniformly spacelike near I if its
tangent space is uniformly bounded away from the null cone in a neighbourhood of I, in the sense that there
exist Fefferman–Graham coordinates and a constant C such that the graphing function u of S satisfies

� �
1C Ǒi@iup

.1C Ǒi@iu/
2� Ǫ2hij@iu@j u

� C: (6.1)

Remark 6.2. The bound (6.1) will hold for spacelike hypersurfaces which are differentiable up-to-
boundary in the conformally rescaled spacetime, with tangent spaces which are spacelike at I with respect
to the conformally rescaled metric. �

Remark 6.3. Since � D �g.T;N /, it follows from the triangle inequality in the unit hyperboloid
(equivalently, from the special-relativistic law of addition of velocities), that the definition is independent
of the Fefferman–Graham coordinate systems when S \ I is compact. �

The main result of this section is:

Theorem 6.4. Let S be a uniformly spacelike maximal hypersurface in M such that S \ I is a smooth
compact spacelike submanifold of I. Then S is a smooth hypersurface of C n-regularity class at I, meets
I orthogonally, and is polyhomogeneous there.

Remark 6.5. The detailed differentiability properties of S at I are identical to those of the approximate
solutions of Section 3.1. �

Proof. Near S \ I we can introduce Fefferman–Graham coordinates in which S \ I D ft D 0g, with

Ǫ D 1CO.x/; ǑA DO.x/: (6.2)

It follows from (2.8) and (6.1) that there exists a constant ı 2 Œ0; 1/ so that for x small enough the graphing
function u of S satisfies

juj � ıx: (6.3)

We will need the following lemma:

Lemma 6.6. Suppose that there exists a constant ı < 1 such that the graphing function u of a maximal
hypersurface satisfies (6.3) in a Fefferman–Graham coordinate system in which (6.2) is satisfied. Then
there exist positive constants c, � , and � such that

juj �
cx1C�

1C �
for x � �: (6.4)

Proof of Lemma 6.6. We claim that there exist constants a; c; �; � > 0 so that for x � � and jaj � � the
graphs, say Sa;˙, of the functions ua;˙ D a˙ cx�C1=.� C 1/ have mean curvatures

˙H ŒSa;˙� < 0; (6.5)
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with
u0;� � u� u0;C: (6.6)

In order to show this, we start by increasing ı slightly if necessary, while remaining in Œ0; 1/, to obtain

juj< ıx for 0< x � x0, for some x0: (6.7)

We require that 0< � < �0 < 1, where �0 satisfies

ı.�0C 1/ < 1; (6.8)
and that � satisfies

c��C1

� C 1
D ı� () c�� D ı.� C 1/ < 1: (6.9)

This equation defines c once � and � have been chosen. We set

Oı WD 1� .ı.�0C 1//2 > 0; (6.10)
and since � < �0, we have

1� .ı.� C 1//2 > Oı: (6.11)

It follows that there exists �0 > 0 so that for all jajC � � �0 we have

(1) the graphs of ua;C are spacelike for 0� x � �, and

(2) for 0� a the graphs of ua;C restricted to x D � lie strictly above the graph of u, while

(3) for a� 0 the graphs of ua;� restricted to x D � lie strictly under the graph of u.

Equation (5.10) becomes

˙H ŒSa;˙�D��
3
�
cx�

�
.1� Oa2c2x2� /.nCO.x//„ ƒ‚ …

�.1�c2�2�CO.�//.nCO.�//�OınCO.�/

�� CO.�/
�
CO.x/

�
: (6.12)

In order to obtain (6.5), we reduce further � if necessary so that OınCO.�/ is larger than Oın=2, and
then choose � smaller than Oın=4, so that the coefficient of x� is positive. The terms cx� dominate the
terms O.x/ for all � small enough because

cx�

x
D cx��1

� c���1
D
ı.� C 1/

�
:

We conclude that the right-hand side of (6.12) can be made negative by further decreasing �, if needed.

Let 0< �0 < � and consider the graph of u over the set f�0 � x � �g. It holds that

u��;�jf�0�x��g < ujf�0�x��g < u�;Cjf�0�x��g

and for any a 2 Œ�0; �� we have

u�a;�jxD�0 < ujxD�0 < ua;CjxD�0 ; u�a;�jxD� < ujxD� < ua;CjxD�: (6.13)

We therefore must have
u��0;�jf�0�x��g < ujf�0�x��g < u�0;Cjf�0�x��gI (6.14)
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Remark 6.2 The bound (6.1) will hold for spacelike hypersurfaces which are
di↵erentiable up-to-boundary in the conformally rescaled spacetime, with tan-
gent spaces which are spacelike at I with respect to the conformally rescaled
metric. 2

•6.1 •6.1: ptc:show that this
is independent of the
FG coordinate systemsThe first main result of this section is:

Theorem 6.3 Let S be a uniformly spacelike maximal hypersurface in eM such
that S \ I is a smooth spacelike submanifold of I. Then S intersects I or-
thogonally and is polyhomogeneous there.

Remark 6.4 The detailed di↵erentiability properties of S at I are identical
to those of the approximate solutions of Section 3.1. 2

Proof: Near S \ I we can introduce Fe↵erman-Graham coordinates in which
S \ I = {t = 0}, with

↵̂ = 1 + O(x) , �̂A = O(x) . (6.2)

It follows from (2.8) and (6.1) that there exists a constant � 2 [0, 1) so that for
x small enough the graphing function u of S satisfies •6.2 •6.2: ptc:macro slope

for �, find better
notation?

|u|  �x . (6.3)

The result follows now from Theorem 6.5 below. 2

Theorem 6.5 Let � 2 [0, 1) and let S be a maximal hypersurface satisfying
(6.3) in a Fe↵erman-Graham coordinate system in which (6.2) holds. Then
there exists a constant C such that the graphing function u of S is polyhomo-
geneous and satisfies

|u|  Cx2 . (6.4)

Proof: We claim that there exist constants a, c, ✏,� > 0 so that for x  ✏ and
|a|  ✏ the graphs, say Sa,±, of the functions ua,± = a ± cx�+1/(� + 1) have
mean curvatures

± H[Sa,±] < 0 , (6.5)

with
u0,�  u  u0,+ . (6.6)

In order to show this, we start by increasing � slightly if necessary, while re-
maining in [0, 1), to obtain

|u| < �x for 0 < x  x0, for some x0 . (6.7)

We require that 0 < � < �0< 1, where �0 satisfies

�(�0 + 1) < 1 (6.8)
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|a|  ✏ the graphs, say Sa,±, of the functions ua,± = a ± cx�+1/(� + 1) have
mean curvatures

± H[Sa,±] < 0 , (6.5)

with
u0,�  u  u0,+ . (6.6)

In order to show this, we start by increasing � slightly if necessary, while re-
maining in [0, 1), to obtain

|u| < �x for 0 < x  x0, for some x0 . (6.7)

We require that 0 < � < �0< 1, where �0 satisfies
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with
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maining in [0, 1), to obtain
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Remark 6.4 The detailed di↵erentiability properties of S at I are identical
to those of the approximate solutions of Section 3.1. 2

Proof: Near S \ I we can introduce Fe↵erman-Graham coordinates in which
S \ I = {t = 0}, with

↵̂ = 1 + O(x) , �̂A = O(x) . (6.2)

It follows from (2.8) and (6.1) that there exists a constant � 2 [0, 1) so that for
x small enough the graphing function u of S satisfies •6.2 •6.2: ptc:macro slope

for �, find better
notation?

|u|  �x . (6.3)

The result follows now from Theorem 6.5 below. 2

Theorem 6.5 Let � 2 [0, 1) and let S be a maximal hypersurface satisfying
(6.3) in a Fe↵erman-Graham coordinate system in which (6.2) holds. Then
there exists a constant C such that the graphing function u of S is polyhomo-
geneous and satisfies

|u|  Cx2 . (6.4)

Proof: We claim that there exist constants a, c, ✏,� > 0 so that for x  ✏ and
|a|  ✏ the graphs, say Sa,±, of the functions ua,± = a ± cx�+1/(� + 1) have
mean curvatures

± H[Sa,±] < 0 , (6.5)

with
u0,�  u  u0,+ . (6.6)

In order to show this, we start by increasing � slightly if necessary, while re-
maining in [0, 1), to obtain

|u| < �x for 0 < x  x0, for some x0 . (6.7)

We require that 0 < � < �0< 1, where �0 satisfies

�(�0 + 1) < 1 (6.8)
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Figure 6.1. The barriers used in the proof of Lemma 6.6. The tangential contact in the
figure is not allowed by the maximum principle.

otherwise u would meet one of the surfaces of the family

fua;Cjf�0�x��g; u�a;�jf�0�x��gga2Œ�0;��

tangentially, which would violate the comparison principle for hypersurfaces with known mean curvature;
see Figure 6.1.

Passing with �0 to zero in (6.14) one obtains (6.4). �

Remark 6.7. We note that the decay rate (6.4) for some � > 0 can be improved to any � < 1. Indeed, it
follows from the already-established inequality (6.4) with some � > 0 that ı can be chosen arbitrarily
small in (6.3) when � is chosen small enough, so that (6.8) does not give any restrictions on �0, and hence
on � . For any � we can now choose Oı in (6.10) as close to 1 as desired. Hence, the error terms in (6.12)
will be dominated by the remaining terms for � small enough as long as � is smaller than 1. �

We return to the proof of Theorem 6.4. By hypothesis the tilt function � is uniformly bounded; hence the
equation H D 0 is uniformly elliptic. Interior elliptic estimates for equations in divergence form together
with (6.4) give @uDO.x� /, and the result follows from Theorem 3.2. �

7. Uniqueness

Let .M ;g/ be locally asymptotically hyperbolic and let the closure S of S be a compact Cauchy surface
in the conformally completed spacetime. Near the conformal boundary I we use coordinates such that
S D ftD0g.

Consider two smooth spacelike Cauchy surfaces S1 and S2 in the globally hyperbolic region D.S /

such that @S1 D @S2 D @S .

For q 2S2 let fS1
be defined as

fS1
.q/ WD d.S1; q/� sup

p2S2

d.p; q/; (7.1)
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where a 2 {0, 1, . . . , n � 1}, be Fe↵erman-Graham-type coordinates near I, in
which g takes the form
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= x�2
�
dx2 + �ttdt2 + 2�tAdxAdt + �ABdxAdxB

�

=: x�2
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dx2 � ↵̂2dt + hAB(dxA + �̂Adt)(dxB + �̂Bdt)

⌘
, (2.14)

thus

↵ = x�1↵̂ , gAB = gAB = x�2hAB ,
p

| detg| = x�(n+1)↵̂
p

det h , (2.15)
p

| det g| = x�n
p

det h , �x ⌘ 0 , gtA = gAB�
B = x�2hAB�̂

B ) �A = �̂A . (2.16)

Assume that �̂A ⌘ 0. Then (2.11) becomes •2.4 •2.4: ptc:confirmed by
Greg 11VII21
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where D denotes the Levi-Civita covariant derivative associated with (the (t, x)-
dependent family of metrics) h ⌘ hABdxAdxB. In (2.17) all the metric functions
are evaluated on the graph (t = u(xi), xi), but expressions such as @i↵̂ are
standard partial derivatives, and not @iu@t↵̂ + @i↵̂.

3 Maximising renormalised volume ??

•3.1 •3.1: ptc:show that
maximising
renormalised volume
requires some kind of
orthogonality at the
boundary? but maybe
we don’t want to go
this way, unless we
know how to enforce
this when finding the
solution? on the other
hand, the approximate
solutions we find below
are all orthogonal to
the boundary ?

4 An existence theorem

•4.1

•4.1: ptc:new section 11
IX 21

In this section we prove the following: •4.2

•4.2: ptc:tentative

Theorem 4.1 Let (M , g) be an ALH spacetime and let S be a smooth spacelike
hypersurface such that the closure S of S in M is a smooth-up-to-boundary
spacelike hypersurface intersecting the conformal boundary of M in a compact
spacelike section @S . If the domain of dependence D(S ) of S is compact
in M , then for every smooth function H1 2 C1(M ) there exists a smooth
hypersurface SH1 ⇢ D(S ) ⇢ M , with mean curvature equal to H1 such that

SH1 \ @M = S \ @M .
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B = x�2hAB�̂

B ) �A = �̂A . (2.16)

Assume that �̂A ⌘ 0. Then (2.11) becomes •2.4 •2.4: ptc:confirmed by
Greg 11VII21

H =
x

↵̂
p

det h
@t

0
@

p
det hq

1 � ↵̂2((@xu)2 + |Du|2h)

1
A+

xn+1

↵̂
p

det h
@i

0
@ x�n↵̂2

p
det h�ij@juq

1 � ↵̂2((@xu)2 + |Du|2h)

1
A

=
x

↵̂
p

det h
@t

0
@

p
det hq

1 � ↵̂2((@xu)2 + |Du|2h)

1
A+

x

↵̂
DA

0
@ ↵̂2DAuq

1 � ↵̂2((@xu)2 + |Du|2h)

1
A

+
xn+1

↵̂
p

det h
@x

0
@ x�n↵̂2

p
det h@xuq

1 � ↵̂2((@xu)2 + |Du|2h)

1
A , (2.17)

where D denotes the Levi-Civita covariant derivative associated with (the (t, x)-
dependent family of metrics) h ⌘ hABdxAdxB. In (2.17) all the metric functions
are evaluated on the graph (t = u(xi), xi), but expressions such as @i↵̂ are
standard partial derivatives, and not @iu@t↵̂ + @i↵̂.

3 Maximising renormalised volume ??

•3.1 •3.1: ptc:show that
maximising
renormalised volume
requires some kind of
orthogonality at the
boundary? but maybe
we don’t want to go
this way, unless we
know how to enforce
this when finding the
solution? on the other
hand, the approximate
solutions we find below
are all orthogonal to
the boundary ?

4 An existence theorem

•4.1

•4.1: ptc:new section 11
IX 21

In this section we prove the following: •4.2

•4.2: ptc:tentative

Theorem 4.1 Let (M , g) be an ALH spacetime and let S be a smooth spacelike
hypersurface such that the closure S of S in M is a smooth-up-to-boundary
spacelike hypersurface intersecting the conformal boundary of M in a compact
spacelike section @S . If the domain of dependence D(S ) of S is compact
in M , then for every smooth function H1 2 C1(M ) there exists a smooth
hypersurface SH1 ⇢ D(S ) ⇢ M , with mean curvature equal to H1 such that

SH1 \ @M = S \ @M .

4
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Figure 7.1. The cases in the proof of Lemma 7.1.

where d.p; q/ is the Lorentzian distance from p to q (zero if q 62 JC.p/). Under the present assumptions,
fS1

is continuous.

Lemma 7.1. Let ua, aD 1; 2, be the graphing functions for S1 and S2. If ua D o.x/, aD 1; 2, then for
every � > 0 there exists ı > 0 such that if x.q/ < ı then fS1

.q/ < �.

Proof. Note that fS1
.q/D 0 if q 2S2\J�.S1/, in which case there is nothing to prove. It remains to

consider q 2S2\JC.S1/.

Let us start by showing that for points RD .r;u.r//, with r 2S sufficiently close to the boundary, and
with 0< u.r/D o.x.R//, we have, for some constant C ,

d.S ;R/� C u.r/=x.R/:

For this, let s 7!  .s/ be any timelike curve from S to R with tangent denoted by P ; we have

L. /D

Z
x�1

p
Ǫ

2 Pt2
� Px2

� hAB. Px
A
C Ǒ

A Pt/. PxB
C Ǒ

B Pt/ ds

�

Z
x�1
Ǫ Pt ds � Cx.R/�1u.r/; (7.2)

since x. .s// � x.R/=C1 for some constant C1 for all future-directed timelike curves from S to R

when sufficiently close to the boundary. Hence

d.S ;R/D sup


L. /� Cx.R/�1u.r/: (7.3)

Similarly one shows that for u.r/ < 0

d.R;S /D sup


L. /� Cx.R/�1
ju.r/j; (7.4)

where now the sup is taken over timelike curves from R to S .

Let R D .r;u2.r// 2 S2, and let Q D .q;u1.q// maximise the distance between S1 and R; thus
Q 2 J�.R/.
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Assume, first, that u2.r/ > 0 and u1.q/� 0; see case (a) of Figure 7.1. For any point P 2S \J�.Q/,

d.S1;R/D d.Q;R/� d.P;Q/C d.Q;R/

� d.S ;R/� Cx.R/�1u2.r/; (7.5)

where in the last step we have used (7.2) with u replaced by u2.

Assume, next, that u2.r/ � 0 and u1.q/ � 0; see Figure 7.1(b). Then there exists a point P 2S such
that

d.S1;R/D d.Q;P /C d.P;R/� d.Q;S /C d.S ;R/

� C.x.Q/�1
ju1.q/jCx.R/�1u2.r//: (7.6)

It remains to analyse the case u2.r/ < 0 and u1.q/ < 0; see case (c) of Figure 7.1. For any point
P 2S \ IC.R/,

d.S1;R/D d.Q;R/� d.Q;R/C d.R;P /

� d.Q;S /� Cx.Q/�1
ju1.q/j: (7.7)

The result follows. �

Our main result in this section is the following:

Theorem 7.2. Let the setting be as in the first paragraph of the current section where, in addition, we
require that .M ;g/ satisfies the timelike convergence condition

Ric.X;X /� 0 for all timelike vectors X:

Let u1 and u2 be the graphing functions for S1 and S2 with u1jxD0Du2jxD0. Suppose that, for small x,
we have

ua D o.x/; aD 1; 2: (7.8)

If S1 and S2 are maximal (i.e., have mean curvature zero) then S1 DS2.

Remark 7.3. The result remains true, with the same proof, if S1 and S2 share a common boundary
within M .

Remark 7.4. When .M ;g/ satisfies the Einstein equations with cosmological constant ƒ, the spacetime
Ricci tensor is given by

R�� D T�� �
1

n� 1
Tg�� C

2ƒ

n� 1
g�� :

In particular, a negative cosmological constant helps to promote the timelike convergence condition, since
g is negative on timelike vectors in our signature. �

Corollary 7.5. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 7.2 other than (7.8), suppose that

(1) either the Sa’s are both differentiable and spacelike up-to-boundary in the conformally rescaled
metric on zM ,

(2) or the manifolds Sa are uniformly spacelike in the sense of Definition 6.1 (compare Remark 6.2),
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(3) or there exists ı 2 .0; 1/ such that juaj � ıx in Fefferman–Graham coordinates in which

Ǫ jxD0 D 0D ǑAjxD0:

If S1 and S2 are maximal, then S1 DS2.

Proof of Corollary 7.5.

(1) Proposition 3.1 shows that (7.8) is satisfied.

(2) Theorem 6.4 shows that (7.8) is satisfied.

(3) Lemma 6.6 shows that (7.8) is satisfied.

In each case we can thus apply Theorem 7.2. �

Proof of Theorem 7.2. Suppose S1¤S2. Then, without loss of generality, we may assume that S2 meets
IC.S1/. With the aid of Lemma 7.1, one can then establish the existence of points p 2S1 and q 2S2

such that d.p; q/D d.S1;S2/. Let  W Œ0; `�!M be a unit-speed timelike geodesic from  .0/D p to
 .`/D q having length d.p; q/;  necessarily meets S1 and S2 orthogonally. Then by [14, Theorem 3],
a neighbourhood V of  splits. More precisely, there exists a neighbourhood U of p in S1 such that

 W Œ0; `��U ! V;  .s;x/D expx.sT /;

where T is the future-directed unit normal to S1, is an isometry, with  .`;U / a neighbourhood of q

in S2. (Here, Œ0; `��U carries the product metric �dt2˚ hjU , where h is the induced metric on S1.)
By a straightforward continuation argument,  extends to an isometry

 W Œ0; `��S1! JC.S1/\J�.S2/;  .s;x/D expx sT;

where Œ0; `��S1 carries the product metric; i.e., the region between S1 and S2 splits isometrically as a
product. We can apply Lemma 7.1 and a contradiction results. �

8. Local uniqueness and regularity

The aim of this section is to prove that maximal hypersurfaces that satisfy the slope bound of Lemma 6.6
meet the boundary orthogonally and are regular there when the timelike convergence condition holds:

Theorem 8.1. Let S be a maximal hypersurface in an ALH spacetime .M ;g/ such that S\I is a smooth
compact spacelike submanifold of I. Assume, for some ı2 Œ0; 1/, S satisfies (6.3) in a Fefferman–Graham
coordinate system in which (6.2) holds. If .M ;g/ obeys the timelike convergence condition, then there
exists a constant C such that the graphing function u of S is polyhomogeneous and satisfies, for small x,

juj � Cx2: (8.1)

Remark 8.2. The timelike convergence condition is used to guarantee uniqueness of solutions of the
local Dirichlet problem for maximal hypersurfaces near the conformal boundary. It is conceivable that
local uniqueness near enough to the boundary holds without further conditions in our setting, in which
case the timelike convergence condition would not be needed; in any case, the result remains true with
any other condition which guarantees uniqueness for such solutions. �
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Proof of Theorem 8.1. Let us denote by �0 > 0 a constant such that the hypersurfaces Sa;˙ of the proof
of Lemma 6.6 are barriers for x � �0. By Lemma 6.6 there exists � > 0 so that uDO.x1C� / for small x.

Decreasing �0 if necessary we can assume that the domain of dependence D.S \f0� x � �0g; zM / has
compact closure.

There exists � < �0 so the graph of ujxD� is contained in the interior of D.S \f0� x � �0g; zM /.

Consider a sequence of maximal hypersurfaces, say Si , which are graphs of solutions ui of the maximal
hypersurface equation with boundary values ui jxD� D ujxD� and ui jxD1=i D 0. Existence of the ui’s
follows from, e.g., [3, Theorem 4.2], where the condition of compactness of the relevant domain of
dependence is enforced by the last choice of �.

It follows from [20]1 that there exists a time function Qt , defined in a compact neighbourhood of all the
graphs ui , so that

(a) the graphing function of Si , say Qui , with respect to this time function, has zero boundary value both
at x D � and x D 1= i , and such that

(b) t coincides with Qt for x < � for some � > 0.

The barriers of Lemma 6.6 show that the Qui’s decay faster than Cx1C� for some constant C independent
of i , hence satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 4.1, and therefore have a tilt function bounded independently
of i .

Passing to the limit we obtain a maximal hypersurface whose graphing function Qu1 has bounded tilt and
is O.x1C� /.

The graph of Qu1 coincides with the graph of u at x D �, and both graphs approach t D 0 faster than x,
so that Theorem 7.2 applies (compare Remark 7.3). Hence the graph of Qu1 coincides with the graph of u.
Since Qu1 has bounded tilt, so does u. We can thus apply Theorem 6.4 to reach the desired conclusion. �

We shall say that local uniqueness holds if there exists � > 0 so that solutions over f0 < x < �g of the
Dirichlet problem for the prescribed mean curvature equation with smooth data at x D � and which decay
at least as x1C� for some � > 0 are unique. The reader might have noticed that the above arguments
establish the following version of Akutagawa estimates, which does not assume compactness of �:

Proposition 8.3. Let u be the graphing function of a maximal hypersurface over a domain �� ft D 0g

with smooth boundary and with compact closure in zM , where t is, near the conformal boundary, part of
a Fefferman–Graham coordinate system in a conformally completed ALH spacetime. Assume that @� has
a component coinciding with ft D 0g\I . Let the constant C > 0 be such that along the graph we have

jRic jgCjLT gjgCjrLT gjgCj˛
�1
r˛jgCj˛

�1
rr˛jg � C: (8.2)

If moreover @�\M ¤∅, let C1 be such that

jH@�\M jg � C1: (8.3)

1: For completeness we give a simple construction of Qt in Appendix C.
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If local uniqueness holds, and if there exist positive constants ı and yC such that in Fefferman–Graham
coordinates we have

juj � yC x1Cı; (8.4)

then there exists a constant zC .C;C1; yC ; ı/ such that

� � zC : �
9. Existence results

Results about the existence of maximal hypersurfaces in ALH spacetimes are scarce in the literature.
Akutagawa [1] proved existence of a maximal hypersurface in three-dimensional AH spacetimes under the
hypothesis of existence of uniformly spacelike barriers. The generalisation of his result to all topologies and
dimensions is essentially trivial, and is made explicit in Theorem 9.1 below. In [19] the implicit function
theorem was used to prove existence of maximal hypersurfaces for metrics near the anti-de Sitter one in
all dimensions. We point out below that this generalises to all conformally compactifiable asymptotically
vacuum static ALH metrics satisfying an energy condition, in all dimensions; see Theorem 9.3.

Recall that a standard method for constructing solutions of elliptic nonlinear PDEs is that of barrier
functions. Typically a barrier will be a function for which the equality in the equation is replaced by an
inequality. In our context we will need to impose some further conditions on the barriers, which will allow
us to control the solutions near the boundary. Thus, we will say that an acausal spacelike hypersurface S
is a good barrier when its conformal completion is compact and if one of the following conditions holds
(compare Theorem 7.2):

(1) There exists a Fefferman–Graham coordinate system in which Ǫ jxD0 D 1 and ǑAjxD0 D 1 so that,
for small x, the graphing function u of S satisfies uD ıxC o.x/ for some ı 2 .�1; 1/.

(2) S is uniformly spacelike in the sense of Definition 6.1 (compare Remark 6.2).

(3) S is differentiable and spacelike up-to-boundary in the conformally rescaled metric on zM .

As such, the key condition for our purposes is the first one. We note that the third condition implies the
second, and the second implies the first.

Theorem 9.1. Let .M ;g/ be an ALH spacetime such that . zM ; Qg/ is globally hyperbolic (in the sense
of manifolds with timelike boundary) with compact Cauchy surfaces, and let H1 2 C1. zM /, with
H1jxD0 D 0. Suppose there exist good barriers S˙, sharing a common boundary at conformal infinity,
with mean curvatures H˙ satisfying

H� �H1 �HC;
and with

SC � JC.S �; zM /:

Then there exists a spacelike hypersurface SH1
�M , with mean curvature equal to H1, such that

SH1
� JC.S �; zM /\J�.SC; zM /:

Proof. The proof is a repetition of that in [1]. Lemma 6.6 provides (6.4). The a priori estimate on the tilt
function � needed for the proof is provided by Theorem 4.1; we check that the hypotheses of Theorem 4.1
are satisfied in the current setting in Appendix A. �
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Recall that a metric g is said to satisfy the timelike convergence condition if for all causal vectors X we
have

Ric.X;X /� 0; (9.1)

where Ric is the Ricci tensor of g. We have:

Theorem 9.2. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 9.1, suppose in addition that H1 � 0 and that the
timelike convergence condition is satisfied by the metric g. Then the hypersurface constructed in that
theorem is uniquely defined by its boundary values, is polyhomogeneous, is smooth in the interior, and is
of differentiability class C n-up-to-boundary at I, where nC 1 is the dimension of spacetime.

Proof. The hypotheses of Theorem 9.1 guarantee that Theorem 8.1 applies, and regularity follows from
that last theorem; compare Remark 6.5. Uniqueness follows from Theorem 7.2. �

The following result encompasses the existence theorem of [19]:

Theorem 9.3. Consider an ALH manifold .M ; Vg/ satisfying the timelike convergence condition such that
the conformally rescaled metric on zM is smooth up-to-boundary and globally hyperbolic. Suppose that
there exists a coordinate system on zM , as in (2.14) near I, with the level sets of t maximal and compact.
Then for every metric such that x2g is smooth and sufficiently close to x2 Vg in C 7.S /, and for every
smooth boundary function  sufficiently close to zero in C 3.S /, there exists a maximal hypersurface S0

such that
S 0\ @M D ftD g:

The graphing function u of S 0 satisfies u� DO.x/ for small x, and is polyhomogeneous.

Remark 9.4. The level sets of t will be maximal when Vg is, e.g., static. �

Proof. We use the notation of [2] for functional spaces.

On S we use coordinates .x;xA/ induced from a Fefferman–Graham coordinate system .x; t;xA/ for Vg
such that S D ftD0g near I. Writing

Vg D� V̨2 dt2
C Vgij .dxi

C V̌
i dt/.dxj

C V̌
j dt/; (9.2)

we further require, for simplicity, that limx!0 x2 V̨ D 1 and limx!0
V̌A D 1.

Let  2 C kC� .S \ I/, k � 2, � 2 .0; 1/, and let O 2 C kC� .S / be obtained by extending  from
S \ I to S to a function on S with x-derivatives up to order k vanishing at S \ I.

Let � 2 x�2C k�1C� .S / be a symmetric tensor field with �xx� D 0 near the boundary, with

lim
x!0

x2
V� t t D 1 and lim

x!0
x2
V� tA D 1;

and with small norm so that the tensor field g D Vg C x�2� has Lorentzian signature. Note that the
condition �xx� D 0 puts g in Fefferman–Graham form, and that we have Ǫ jxD0 D 1, ǑAjxD0 D 0. We
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emphasise that every ALH Lorentzian metric near Vg can be put in this form by a choice of coordinates,
with a loss of not more than six derivatives for the metric functions.2 For Ou 2C 0

kC�
.S / consider the map

. ; �; Ou/ 7!H Œ O Cx Ou�j
gD VgCx�2�

2 C 0
k�2C� .S /; (9.3)

where the norms of the fields . ; �; Ou/ are small in their respective spaces. When (9.1) holds, the
linearisation of (9.3) with respect to Ou at  D � D 0 is an isomorphism in weighted Sobolev spaces with
the indicated decay rates; see the references in the proof of Theorem 3.2. The result follows from the
implicit function theorem. �
We finish this work with an existence result similar in spirit to that of [7]. In that work maximal
hypersurfaces in AdS spacetimes with Dirichlet data at conformal infinity are constructed. The argument
gives existence, but both here and in [7] no information about differentiability at the boundary at infinity
is provided. (Strictly speaking, the hypersurfaces of [7] have some more regularity than claimed here,
namely bounded extrinsic curvature, but whether or not this suffices to control differentiability at I
remains to be seen.)

Theorem 9.5. Let .M ;g/ be an ALH spacetime with a globally hyperbolic conformal completion . zM ; Qg/,
and let S be a partial Cauchy surface in M . Suppose that S has compact closure S in zM and intersects
the conformal boundary of M in a smooth spacelike submanifold @S . If

the closure in zM of the domain of dependence D.S ;M / of S is compact,

then for every smooth function H1 2 C1.M / there exists a spacelike hypersurface SH1
�D.S ;M /,

Cauchy for D.S ;M /, smooth in M , with mean curvature equal to H1, such that

SH1
\ I DS \ I:

Remark 9.6. There are natural generalisations of all the results in this section, where the prescribed-
mean-curvature hypersurface has interior boundaries. The hypersurfaces constructed will be as smooth in
M as the metric allows, e.g., smooth if the metric is smooth.

For instance, Theorem 9.5 remains valid if the assumption that S is a partial Cauchy surface in M
is replaced by the assumption that S is an acausal spacelike hypersurface in M such that S \M
has smooth boundary with spacelike tangent spaces. This compact boundary (perhaps with multiple
components) will be shared by the hypersurface that we construct. �

Remark 9.7. We are allowing functions H1 which are smooth on M , without any restrictions on the
behaviour of H1 as I is approached. Clearly regularity at I would require some such conditions on H1.
But even in the case H1 � 0 the argument below does not provide direct information about the behaviour
of the resulting maximal hypersurface at I as needed, e.g., to define the renormalised volume. �
2: Some comments might be in order here. There is a loss of no more than two orders of differentiability in C kC� spaces when
introducing Gauss coordinates associated with S \I at the conformal boundary. It follows from [18, Lemmata 5.1 and A.1] that
there is a further loss of no more than two orders of differentiability for the Fefferman–Graham coordinate functions, and hence
no more than three orders of differentiability for the metric coefficients. Altogether an ALH metric which is in C `C6 �C 5C`C�

after conformal rescaling will have metric coefficients which are at least of C `C� differentiability class in Fefferman–Graham
coordinates. This estimation of the loss of derivatives can be substantially reduced for polyhomogeneous metrics (see, e.g.,
[12, Lemma 6.1]) if needed, but this is of no concern to us here.
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Remark 9.8. An identical existence result holds for metrics such that the conformally rescaled metric is
differentiable on zM and polyhomogeneous. �

Remark 9.9. In the maximal case, if one assumes that the timelike convergence condition holds, an
argument similar to that used in proving uniqueness shows that the maximal hypersurface so constructed
is of maximal volume with respect to compactly supported variations. �

Proof. In the coordinates of (2.14), chosen so that t D 0 on S for small x, for i 2 N we let

Si DS n fx < 1= ig:

Then the closure of the domain of dependence of Si is a compact subset of D.S ;M /. By [4, Theorem 4.1]
there exists a smooth, acausal and spacelike hypersurface ySi with boundary coinciding with @Si , with
mean curvature H equal to H1, and which is contained in the domain of dependence of Si .

Let us denote by t a time function on zM as constructed in Appendix C, so that t vanishes on S and
coincides with a Fefferman–Graham time coordinate near x D 0 and t D 0. Let ui denote the graphing
function of ySi over Si , with respect to t . We extend ui to a function defined over S by setting ui � 0

for x � 1= i .

The following result is standard. We give a detailed presentation for completeness; we note that global
hyperbolicity of . zM ; Qg/ is not needed for its proof as presented here:

Lemma 9.10. There exists a subsequence fuik
gk2N which converges uniformly over any compact set to

an achronal graph over S .

Proof. In order to avoid the need of considering separately the boundary points of ySi in the arguments
below, we first extend zM and x2g across I near S \ I in any smooth way. We extend S continuously
across I to a closed acausal hypersurface, which we denote by zS . Next we continuously extend ySi

across its boundary by replacing within zS the hypersurface Si by ySi , and denote by zSi the extended
surface.

Now, let p 2 D.S ;M /, and let Up be a coordinate patch near p with coordinates .�;yi/ � .�; Ey/,
where the time coordinate � runs over .�8rp; 8rp/ and the space coordinates Ey range over a coordinate
ball Bp.4rp/ of radius 4rp. The coordinates on Up are chosen so that the coordinate-slopes of the light
cones are bounded from above by 2 and below by 1

2
. We denote by Vp the subset of Up coordinatised

by .�;yi/ 2 .�rp; rp/�Bp.rp/. Then the � -projection of every acausal spacelike hypersurface which is
closed in Up and which meets Vp covers Bp.2rp/.

Consider the �-graphing function of zSi \ Vp, if nonempty. The intersection zSi \ Vp is acausal, and
hence a uniformly Lipschitz graph over Bp.2rp/, with a coordinate Lipschitz-bound 2. It follows that
for every p such that Vp contains an accumulation point of the zSi’s, there exists a subsequence which
converges to a Lipschitz hypersurface within Vp.

By compactness a finite number Vpa
, aD 1; : : : ;N, of Vp’s covers D.S ;M /. From this collection we

discard those which do not contain accumulation points of the zSi’s, and we reorder them so that the
first N1 contain such points.
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Remark 6.2 The bound (6.1) will hold for spacelike hypersurfaces which are
di↵erentiable up-to-boundary in the conformally rescaled spacetime, with tan-
gent spaces which are spacelike at I with respect to the conformally rescaled
metric. 2

•6.1 •6.1: ptc:show that this
is independent of the
FG coordinate systemsThe first main result of this section is:

Theorem 6.3 Let S be a uniformly spacelike maximal hypersurface in eM such
that S \ I is a smooth spacelike submanifold of I. Then S intersects I or-
thogonally and is polyhomogeneous there.

Remark 6.4 The detailed di↵erentiability properties of S at I are identical
to those of the approximate solutions of Section 3.1. 2

Proof: Near S \ I we can introduce Fe↵erman-Graham coordinates in which
S \ I = {t = 0}, with

↵̂ = 1 + O(x) , �̂A = O(x) . (6.2)

It follows from (2.8) and (6.1) that there exists a constant � 2 [0, 1) so that for
x small enough the graphing function u of S satisfies •6.2 •6.2: ptc:macro slope

for �, find better
notation?

|u|  �x . (6.3)

The result follows now from Theorem 6.5 below. 2

Theorem 6.5 Let � 2 [0, 1) and let S be a maximal hypersurface satisfying
(6.3) in a Fe↵erman-Graham coordinate system in which (6.2) holds. Then
there exists a constant C such that the graphing function u of S is polyhomo-
geneous and satisfies

|u|  Cx2 . (6.4)

Proof: We claim that there exist constants a, c, ✏,� > 0 so that for x  ✏ and
|a|  ✏ the graphs, say Sa,±, of the functions ua,± = a ± cx�+1/(� + 1) have
mean curvatures

± H[Sa,±] < 0 , (6.5)

with
u0,�  u  u0,+ . (6.6)

In order to show this, we start by increasing � slightly if necessary, while re-
maining in [0, 1), to obtain

|u| < �x for 0 < x  x0, for some x0 . (6.7)

We require that 0 < � < �0< 1, where �0 satisfies

�(�0 + 1) < 1 (6.8)

12
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Figure 9.1. The set K� for Bartnik’s interior estimates.

From what has been said, there exists a sequence fij gj2N such that zSij \Vp1
converges to a Lipschitz

graph zS1;1 within Vp1
. We set zS1;j D

zSij .

Next, there exists a sequence fjkgk2N such that zS1;jk
\Vp2

converges to a Lipschitz graph zS2;1 � Vp2
.

We set zS2;k D
zS1;jk

. Note that zS2;1\Vp1
coincides with zS1;1\Vp2

.

Continuing in this way, after N1 steps we obtain a subsequence f zSN1;j gj2N of f zSigi2N such that,
as j tends to infinity, zSN1;j \ Vpa

converges to the same hypersurface zSa;1 within Vpa
for each

a 2 f1; : : : ;N1g. The result is obtained by graphing the hypersurface
SN1

aD1
zSa;1. �

We return to the proof of Theorem 9.5. Let us denote by u1 the limit limk!1 uik
. It follows from the

results of [4] that u1 is smooth, and its graph is spacelike. To see this, let �>0 and consider the compact set

K� WDD.S ;M /\fjt j � �gI

see Figure 9.1. Since ySi is contained in D.Si ;M / � D.S ;M /, the intersection of ySi with @K�, if
nonempty, is contained in jt j D �. We can thus appeal to Theorem 3.1 of [4] to obtain an i -independent,
possibly �-dependent, estimate for the tilt function � of ySi \fjt j � 2�g. Elliptic estimates show that the
hypersurfaces ySik

\fjt j> 2�g form a sequence which converges, as k!1, in C 2
loc to a smooth graph

over S n fju1j > 2�g with mean curvature H equal to H1. Since � is arbitrary, we conclude that the
graph of u1 is smooth, except perhaps where it intersects ft D 0g.

In order to handle that last case, let p 2M be such that u1.p/D 0. Let Lt be a time function such that
the zero-level set of Lt , say LS0, intersected with I lies to the timelike future of the zero-level set of t , and
such that LS0 lies to the timelike past of p near p. Theorem 3.1 of [4] shows that the tilt function of
ySik
\JC. LS0/, defined with respect to the time function Lt , is uniformly bounded near p, independently

of k, and smoothness of yS1 near p follows. As p was arbitrary, we conclude that yS1 is smooth
everywhere, and has mean curvature equal to H1 everywhere.
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Note that for every j the graph of u1jSj is spacelike; in particular it can neither intersect nor touch
@D.S ;M /. It then follows that the graph of u1 is a Cauchy surface for D.S / by standard arguments
(see, e.g., [8; 15]). �

Appendix A: Checking the hypotheses of Theorem 4.1

In this appendix we check the hypotheses of Theorem 4.1, for metrics in the Fefferman–Graham form
(2.14)–(2.17), in nC 1 dimensions.

Near the conformal boundary @ zM , an orthonormal coframe ��, both for g and for g, is given by

�0
D x�1

Ǫ dt; �A
D x�1 O�A

B.dxB
C Ǒ

B dt/; �n
D x�1 dx; (A.1)

where O�A
B dxB is an orthonormal coframe for hAB dxA dxB. Thus, to obtain the pointwise g-norm-

squared of a tensor we can find the components of this tensor in this frame, and calculate the sum of
squares of these components.

Let K be a compact subset of the conformally completed manifold zM .

In what follows we assume that x2g extends to a tensor field defined on zM of C 2-up-to-boundary
differentiability class.

� Ric: The Ricci tensor of g asymptotes to .R=.nC 1//�˛ˇ�
˛�ˇ , where R is the curvature scalar of g

and �˛ˇ is the Minkowski quadratic form. The bound

jRic jg � C (A.2)

on K readily follows.

� ˛�1r˛: We have

˛�1
r˛ D x�1

rxC Ǫ�1
r Ǫ D) j˛�1

r˛jg D 1CO.x/; (A.3)

which clearly implies a uniform bound on j˛�1r˛jg on every compact K.

� ˛�1rr˛: Using the notation of (B.1) one finds

˛�1
rr˛ D 2x�2

rx˝rx�x�1
rrxC Ǫ�1

rr Ǫ �x�1
Ǫ
�1.rx˝r Ǫ Cr Ǫ ˝rx/

D x�1.rrxC Og/C Ǫ�1
rr Ǫ �x�1

Ǫ
�1.rx˝r Ǫ Cr Ǫ ˝rx/; (A.4)

and a bound on j˛�1rr˛jg on compact sets follows from (B.2)–(B.3), which gives

j˛�1
rr˛j2g D nCO.x/: (A.5)

� LT g: Recall that
T D�˛rt � ˛�1.@t �ˇ

i@i/� x Ǫ�1.@t �ˇ
i@i/: (A.6)

Since LT .x
�2�/D x�2LT� for any tensor field �, the estimate

jLT gjg � C (A.7)

on K is straightforward.
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� rLT g: From (A.6) (recall that ˇx D 0) we have

rLT g Dr.x�2LT Ng/: (A.8)

Using (B.2)–(B.3) one finds
jrLT gjg � C; (A.9)

where C might depend upon K.

� H@�: We consider the mean-curvature vector of the .n�1/-dimensional manifolds, say St;x , obtained
by intersecting the level sets of x with the level sets of t . Let f OeA D OeA

B@Bg
n
AD2

be ON bases for the
metrics hAB dxA dxB induced by g on the St;x’s; then the vector fields eA D x OeA are tangent to the
St;x’s, and the collection fx@x;T; eAg provides, at each point near the conformal boundary at infinity, an
ON basis both for g and for g. By definition,

HSt;x
WD �

nX
AD2

.reA
eA/
?
��x2

nX
AD2

.r OeA
OeA/
?; (A.10)

where ? denotes g-orthogonal projection to .TSt;x/
?:

X? D�g.X;T /T Cg.X;x@x/x@x : (A.11)

Equations (B.2)–(B.3) give

g.X;T /DO.x/; g.X;x@x/D n� 1CO.x/; (A.12)

and boundedness of jHSt;x
jg, with a constant independent of t and x on any compact subset of Rt�Œ0;x0�x ,

follows.

Appendix B: Christoffel symbols

Consider a metric g of the form

g D x�2
Ng D x�2.dx2

C Og.x//; Og.x/.@x; � /D 0; (B.1)

on Œ0; ���@M , where f Og.x/gx2Œ0;�� is a collection of metrics on the level sets of x. Let .xA/D.x2; : : : ;xn/

be a local coordinate system on @M . We will work in the coordinate system .x1 D r;x2; : : : ;xn/. Then

�x
xx D�x�1; �A

xx D �
x
Ax D 0; �x

AB D x�1
OgAB.x/�

1
2
Og0AB.x/; (B.2)

�C
xA D�x�1ıC

A C
1
2
OgCD.x/ Og0DA.x/; �C

AB D
O�C
AB.x/: (B.3)

Here f 0 denotes the derivative of a function f with respect to x.

Appendix C: Extending time functions

The aim of this appendix is to present a simple construction of a time function as needed in the proof of
Theorem 8.1.

Let t denote the time coordinate in a Fefferman–Graham coordinate system in which (5.3) holds.
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We let �0 be as in the proof of Theorem 8.1. In the context of Theorem 8.1 the time function of interest
will be defined on the globally hyperbolic set D.ft D 0; 0� x � �0g; zM / with compact closure in zM .
For the purpose of Theorem 9.5 the time function constructed in this appendix is defined throughout zM.

By [5, Theorem 1.1 and Remark 4.14] there exists a time function, say Ot , on D.ft D 0g\f0<x<�0g;M /

so that its zero-level set, say yS, contains the hypersurfaces with boundary ft D 0; x 2 Œ�=4; �=2�g and
S \ fx 2 Œ�; 2��g, where we assume that 2� < �0. Note that yS interpolates smoothly between the
hypersurfaces ft D 0; x � �=2g and S \fx � �g. We will denote by zS the hypersurface so obtained.

Let g1 be any smooth Lorentzian metric on zM which equals

�dt2
Cx2gij dxi dxj for x � �=4 (C.1)

and for which zS is spacelike. (For example, deform g slightly in the region x � �=2 to achieve (C.1),
and leave it as it was elsewhere.) Let � be the signed g1-geodesic distance function from zS , and note
that � coincides with t for x � �=4. There exists ı > 0 so that � is a smooth function with g-timelike
gradient for p such that j�.p/j< ı and x.p/� �0.

Let � WR!R be any smooth nondecreasing function such that �.z/D 1 for z � ı=2, with �.z/D 0, and
�.z/D�1 for z � �ı=2, with �0.z/¤ 0 for z 2 .�ı=2; ı=2/. Then � ı � is a smooth semitime function
(i.e., a function which is nondecreasing on future-directed causal curves) which vanishes on zS .

Let tC be any smooth semitime function which vanishes for � � ı=8 and which is a time function
on � � ı=4; such a function can be constructed, e.g., using smoothed-out Geroch-type volumes as in
[13; 20; 16]. Similarly let t� be any smooth semitime function which vanishes for � � �ı=8 and which
is a time function on f� � �ı=4g. Then

Qt WD � ı � C tCC t�

is a time function which vanishes on zS and coincides with t for jt j � ı=4 and x � �=4.
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